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GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, 9 APRIL 2009

NO.32120

NOTICE 379 OF 2009

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLGY
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS FROM PUBLICLY FINANCED RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS

In terms of section 17 of the Intellectual Property Rights from Publicly Financed Research
and Development Act, 2008 (Act No. 51 of 2008), the Minister of Science and Technology
intends to make the Regulations set out in the schedules hereto.

Interested persons are invited to submit written comments on the proposed Regulations
by 08 May 2009 to the following address:

Department of Science and Technology
Private Bag X894
Pretoria, 0001

or

Building 53, CSIR Campus
627 Meiring Naude Road

Brummeria
Pretoria, 0184
Fax No: 086 685 0663
Email: tsitso.rasenyalo@dst.gov.za
Attention: Tsitso Daniel Rasenyalo

No.32120
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SCHEDULE 1

Definitions and Interpretation

1.

(1 )

In these regulations, unless the context otherwise indicates, any word

or expression to which a meaning has been assigned in the Act has the same meaning,
and 
"benefits" includes contribution to the socio-economic aspects of the people of the
Republic and includes capacity development, technology transfer, job creation, enterprise
development, social upliftment;
"exclusive licence" means any agreement in which a third party is granted exclusive
rights in a licensed territory or field of use to intellectual property under the Act;
"resources" mean any contribution to research and development, and includes
contribution in the form of financial or human resources, materials and infrastructure to
undertake

research

and

development,

relevant

background

intellectual

property,

equipment and facilities; and
the "Act" means the Intellectual Property Rights from Publicly Financed Research and
Development Act, 2008 (Act 51 of 2008)
(2)

Whenever the last day fixed by the Act or by these regulations for

doing anything falls on a Saturday or Sunday or a day which is a proclaimed public holiday
in terms of any law in the Republic, it will be lawful to do any such thing on the next day
following such Saturday, Sunday or public holiday, which itself is not a Saturday, Sunday
or public holiday.
(3)

Whenever any period is specified within which any act is to be

performed, NIPMO may, save where expressly provided otherwise, extend such period
either before or after its expiry.

Choice in respect of intellectual property
2.

(1)

The recipient must, in making the choice referred to in section 4(2)(a)

of the Act, consider the following:
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whether the intellectual property is protectable either for the purposes of further
validations as undisclosed information or owing to the intellectual property
complying with the requirements for statutory intellectual property protections;
and

(b)

the potential for the intellectual property to contribute to the socio-economic
goals of the Republic.
(2)

Where the intellectual property is not protectable as mentioned in

sub-regulation (1), a recipient may not be obliged to make a referral to NIPMO.
(3)

In all other cases other than that mentioned in sub-regulation (2),

including election not to retain ownership of intellectual property and abandonment of any
patent application or patent owing to other reasons other than lack of patentability, a
recipient will be obliged to make a referral in prescribed Form IP1 to NIPMO regarding the
Recipient's intention to waive its rights or before taking any action to abandon such
application or patent.
(4)

Upon receipt of a referral of intellectual property to it by a recipient,

NIPMO must consider all material information provided by the recipient in the referral.
(5)

In considering the referral mentioned in sub-regulation (3) and (4),

NIPMO must, in particular, take into consideration the following:
(b)

technology sector to which such intellectual property relates, and contribution of
the intellectual property to the advancement of such sector;

(c)

commercial

and social

potential of such intellectual property and the

development required thereto to make the intellectual property commercially
viable;
(d)

ability for such intellectual property to be protected under any law in the world;

(e)

potential contribution of such intellectual property in addressing the State's
strategic and emergency needs; and

(f)'

any prejudice that might be suffered by the State if such intellectual property is
not owned and protected by the recipient or the State.
(6)

NIPMO must within 60 days of receipt of any referral, conclude its

investigations and inform the recipient of its decision and, where applicable, obtain
statutory protection for such intellectual property on behalf of the State.
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If NIPMO decides to take assignment of the intellectual property, it

must request the recipient to execute such documents as may be required to effect such
assignment of the intellectual property within 30 days of communicating its decision to the
recipient.
(8)

In the case of NIPMO taking assignment in terms of sub-regulation

(7), the recipient and the intellectual property creators will automatically be granted an
irrevocable, royalty free personal licence to the intellectual property for research and
development and teaching purposes.
(9)

If NIPMO decides not to take assignment of the intellectual property,

NIPMO must within the period specified in sub-regulation (6), provide the recipient with a
written notice in this regard.
(10)

Based on the decision referred to in sub-regulation (9), NIPMO will

irrevocably waive the State's rights under the Act to such intellectual property.
(11)

Within 30 days of the date of the notice referred to in sub-regulation

(9), the recipient must offer an option to acquire the intellectual property to:
(a) the private entity or organisation that had provided some funding to the research and
development giving rise to the intellectual property, subject to the rights of intellectual
property creators in terms of section 10 of the Act to benefit sharing; or
(b) in the case where there was no funding provided by a private entity or organisation, to
the intellectual property creators.
(12)

In a specific case where a recipient does not wish to protect

intellectual property governed by the Act because it wants to place such intellectual
property in the public domain through open-source systems, the recipient must apply to
NIPMO for approval in prescribed Form IP1, that such intellectual property be placed in
the public domain through open-source systems.
(13)

When making the appiication under sub-regulation (12), a recipient

will be required to demonstrate to NIPMO the following considerations that are impacted
by the intellectual property:
(a)

it is in the public interest that the intellectual property is in the public domain

through open-source systems;
(b)

the intellectual property is deemed to be of foundational importance in
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development of the science and will foster innovation by it not being protected
through patenting system or remaining undisclosed;
(c)

the intellectual property emanates from a cooperative agreement with scientists
in other countries, which requires that intellectual property emanating from an
agreement be placed in the public domain through open-source systems and
such agreement has been approved by NIPMO in terms of regulation 12; and

(d)

the intellectual property forms part of the development of 'open-standards' to
ensure that research and development proceeds effiCiently and effectively.
(14)

NIPMO must, in making a decision under sub-regulation (12),

consider the considerations demonstrated by the recipient and strike a balance of the
following:
(a)

the commercial potential of the intellectual property itself and the extent to which
it can assist in the development of new services or products, for the benefit of

the Republic;
(b)

where the intellectual property has commercial potential, NIPMO must consider
whether or not there is a need to issue a royalty free research license to
other scientific organizations, including international organisations, to further the
advance of science, while ensuring that economic rewards are enjoyed by the
people of the RepublJc through the development of new services and products;

(c)

the needs of the people of the Republic that could be serviced by such
intellectual property, and in particular whether such needs would be best
serviced by placing the intellectual property in the public domain through open
source systems or protection through established means;

(d)

the need to encourage and support innovation, economic and social
development; and

(e)

the amount of public funding provided to the research and development giving
rise to the intellectual property.
(15)

Within 60 days of receiving the referral referred to in sub-regulation

(12) NIPMO must notify the recipient of the outcome of the referral, failing which approval
will be deemed to have been granted.
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Management obligations and disclosure duties
3.

(1)

NIPMO must within 3 months of coming into effect of these

regulations, develop and publish guideline and the format for all reporting by the recipients
in terms of the Act
(2)

Each recipient must report to NIPMO in such detail as set out in

published guidelines developed by NIPMO and updated from time to time.

The National Intellectual Property Management Office
4.

(1)

The Minister must appoint a suitably qualified person to be the Chief

Executive Officer of NIPMO, who will report to the Minister on ail matters in terms of the
Act and these regulations.
(a)

The Chief Executive Officer will have the powers to act on behalf of NIPMO on
all matters in the Act and these regulations as mandated by the Minister from
time to time.

(b)

The Chief Executive Officer must ensure that NIPMO is suitably capaCitated
with appropriately qualified personnel to execute its powers and duties in
accordance with the Act and these regulations.
(2)

NIPMO must keep an updated register of aU institutions to which the

Act applies in accordance with the provisions of section 3(2) of the Act
(3)

The Minister must appoint an Advisory Board, which must advise

NIPMO on the performance of its functions, the exercise of its powers and the execution
of its duties, including providing guidance and assistance to N1PMO in the implementation
of the Act and the regulations
(4)

The Advisory Board will consist of

(a)

a chairperson, appointed by the Minister.

(b)

no fewer than 5, but not more than 9 members appointed by the Minister,

(c)

the Chief Executive Officer, who wilt serve on the Board by virtue of his

and;

office.

G09-084344-B
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(5)

A member of the Advisory Board, excluding the Chief Executive

Officer will hold office for a period not exceeding four years, and will be eligible for
reappointment, for one further term.
(6)
of

their

The members of the Advisory Board will be appointed on the grounds

knowledge

and

experience

in

intellectual

property

management,

commercialisation, technology transfer and business skills, or have special knowledge or
experience in relation to some aspect of NIPMO's functions.
(7)

When

considered

collectively,

the Advisory

Board should

be

adequately composed to advise NIPMO.
(8)

The chairperson, or in his absence a member of the Advisory Board

elected by the members present, must preside at any meeting of the Advisory Board.
(9)

The Minister must, in consultation with the Advisory Board establish a

Dispute Tribunal Panel.
(a)

In establishing the Dispute Tribunal Panel, the Minister will assemble a panel of
no more than 15 independent experts that can serve on sittings of the Dispute
Tribunal from time to time, in terms of sub-regulation (9).

(b)

A sitting of the Dispute Tribunal will comprise at least 3 members of the Dispute
Tribunal Panel.

(c)

A sitting of the Dispute Tribunal will hear and determine disputes referred to the
Dispute Tribunal Panel in terms of these regulations.

(d)

The Minister will appoint the Chairperson of the Dispute Tribunal Panel;

(e)

The Dispute Tribunal Panel must establish its own rules of procedure including
any appeal procedures in accordance with the Promotion of Administrative
Justice Act, 2000 (Act NO.3 of 2000).

(f)

The Minister will publish such rules of procedure and amendments thereto by
notice in the Gazette.

Remuneration of members of the Advisory Board and the Dispute Tribunal and
administrative support
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The Minister, in consultation with the Minister of Finance, will

determine the allowances and other benefits of the members of the Board and the Dispute
Tribunal Panel, who are not in the full-time employ of the State.
(2)

The administrative and secretarial support for the Board and the

Dispute Tribunal Panel will be provided by NIPMO.

Operations of NIPMO
6.

(1)

NIPMO must within 7 days of receipt of any application or referral in

terms of the Act, furnish the recipient with a written acknowledgement thereof.

(2)

After consideration of any application or referral NIPMO must, in

accordance with the timelines provided in the Act or these regulations, furnish the
recipient with a written response of its decision thereto.

(3)

Following an exercise by NIPMO of any discretionary power vested to

NIPMO in terms of the Act or these regulations that adversely affects the rights of a
recipient, a recipient must, if the Recipient intends to make representations on the matter,
within 14 days of a decision by NIPMO, lodge with NIPMO a notice of intention to be
heard in Form IP2.
(4)

Upon receipt from a recipient of the notice of intention to be heard,

NIPMO must, furnish the recipient with a date, time and place where such hearing
is to take place.

(5)

Any hearing in terms of this regulation must be open to the public and

take place within 30 days of receipt by NIPMO of the notice of intention to be heard;
(6)

A person who is presiding at such hearing will determine the

procedure for the conduct of such a hearing.

(7)

After such hearing, should NIPMO not reverse its decision, the

affected recipient may within 14 days of NIPMO's decision, lodge with the Dispute
Tribunal, an application for review or appeal against the NIPMO decision in Form
IP3.

Rights of intellectual property creators
7.

(1)

institutions to benefit sharing

An institution must ensure that intellectual property creators receive

their portion of the proceeds from commercialisation of the intellectual property created by
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them and governed by the Act, within 120 days of receipt or vesting of any revenue by the
institution or such extended period of time as may be agreed upon in writing by the
institution and the intellectual property creators.
(2)

For the purposes of determining nett revenues, the following costs of

intellectual property protection and commercialisation may be deducted from revenues:
(a)

all out-of-pocket costs, fees and expenses that an institution incurs and pays to
independent third parties in connection with any of the following activities:
(i) filing, prosecution, development and maintenance of any statutory protection

for intellectual property, excluding any amounts recovered by the institution
from any third party, including the intellectual property fund established under
the Act and any licensee.
(ii) auditing, recovery or collection of gross revenues, including bank fees,

charges and other expenses of any kind paid by an institution in order to
coliect, receive, account for, amounts payable to it for the commercialization
of the intellectual property;
(iii) defence, validation and enforcement of intellectual property rights in any

intellectual property office, court or tribunal;
(iv) legal advice and services in respect of the above activities or issuance or
conveyance of any securities or other consideration constituting gross
revenues, or in respect of any proposed, threatened or actual litigation
involving the intellectual property; and
(b)

market research, business development, marketing, advertising, promotion or
sales activities or services, reasonable travel, subsistence and administrative
expenses directly incurred related thereto, cumulatively up to an amount of
R1 ,000,000 (one million Rands).
(3)

In the case where the revenues are in the form of non-monetary

benefits, the institution must in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards prinCiples, determine the value of such non-monetary benefits, and the
intellectual property creators will be entitled to a monetary benefit equal in value to their
share of the non-monetary benefits in accordance with the Act and these regulations.
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Where the revenues are in the form of shares or equity in a juristic

person, the intellectual property creators will be entitled to a portion of such shares or
equity in accordance with section 10(2) of the Act.

Conditions for local intellectual property transactions

(1)

8.

A recipient may at its sole discretion determine the terms and

conditions for any non-exclusive licence in the Republic to intellectual property governed
by the Act, for a market related consideration.
(2)

The recipient shall ensure that before granting an exclusive licence in

the Republic, it is satisfied that the prospective licensee is capable of developing the
intellectual property further where required and undertaking commercialisation thereof in
the Republic.
(3)
(a)

The exclusive licence agreement must include but not be limited to:

diligence terms requiring the prospective licensee to furnish the recipient with a
satisfactory development and marketing plan, and other appropriate terms to
ensure that the benefits of the intellectual property accrue to the people of the
Republic;

(b)

the irrevocable and royalty-free right of the State to use or have the intellectual
property used on behalf of the Republic, for the health, security and emergency
needs of the Republic;

(c)

the following statement - 'The intellectual property under this transaction was
created with support from the South African Government under (identify the
contract) awarded by (identify the Funding Agency).

The South African

Government has certain rights in the intellectual property";

(d)

NIPMO's rights in terms of section 14(4) of the Act, if the intellectual property is
not commercialised within the reasonable period set out in the exclusive licence
agreement.
(4)

The recipient must develop and implement internai policies and

procedures to give effect to the following preferences:
(a)

BBBEE compliant entities and small enterprises; and
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parties that seek to use the intellectual property in ways that provide optimal
benefits to the Republic.
(5)

Intellectual property in the Republic may only be assigned to an entity

that is domiciled in the Republic, provided that such entity:
(a)

is a start-up company established by an institution for the purposes of
commercialisation of intellectual property, in which case, an institution may not
dispose of a controlling interest in the start-up company without the prior written
approval of NIPMO;

(b)

co-financed the development of the intellectual property and the recipient
proves to the satisfaction of NIPMO that an exclusive licence would not suffice
for the commercialisation of the intellectual property;

(c)

is the result of a merger, consolidation or reorganisation involving a recipient
where such merged, consolidated or reorganized entity company assumes a
recipient's rights and obligations under the Act and provided that NIPMO has
upon application by a recipient, given its consent in writing to such assignment,
prior to its occurrence.
(6)

Any recipient wishing to assign intellectual property governed by this

Act, to an entity in the Republic shall submit to NIMPO an application for approval of such
assignment, in prescribed Form IP4.
(7)

In the application referred to in sub-regulation (6) the recipient shall

prove that such assignment is:
(a)

in the public interest; and

(b)

provide reasons as to why the intellectual property may not be commercialisised
through other means such as an exclusive licence.
(8)

The State must only exercise the rights granted to it under section

11 (1 He) of the Act, after establishing the existence of a specific health, security and other
. emergency need of the Republic subject to the following:
(a)

Before any proclamation by Parliament, the State must determine the ability of a
recipient or any third parties licensed to commercialise the intellectual property,
to meet the specific health, security and other emergency need of the Republic.
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The State must exercise such rights itself or through its organs or institutions or
organs of other governments or international organisations such as the United
Nations or its agencies.

(c)

The exercise of such rights by the State must be for a reasonable defined
period of time until such emergency has been alleviated.

(d)

In exercising the rights in terms of section 11 (1)(e) the State must seek to
balance the rights of the recipient, third parties licensed by the recipient to
commercialise such intellectual property and the use by the State of the
intellectual property.

Conditions for offshore intellectual property transactions
9.

(1)

A recipient may at its sole discretion determine the terms and

conditions for any non-exclusive licence to intellectual property governed by the Act,
outside the Republic or with an off-shore entity or person, for a market related
consideration.
(2)

Each off-shore transaction must include the following statement 

"The intellectual property under this transaction was created with support from the
South African Government under (identify the contract) awarded by (identify the
Funding Agency).

The South African Government has certain rights in the

intellectual property".

(3)

The recipient must ensure that before granting an exclusive licence

outside the Republic or to an off-shore entity or person, it is satisfied that the prospective
licensee is capable of developing the intellectual property further where required and
undertaking commercialisation thereof.
(4)

The exclusive licence agreement must contain at least the following

terms:
(a)

diligence terms requiring the prospective licensees to furnish the recipient with a
satisfactory development and marketing plan. and other appropriate terms to
ensure that the benefits of the intellectual property are reasonably accessible to
the people of the Republic;
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the irrevocable and royalty-free right of the State to use or have the intellectual
property used on behalf of the Republic, for the health, security and emergency
needs of the Republic;

(c)

NIPMO's rights in terms of section 14(4) of the Act, if the intellectual property is
not commercialised within the reasonable period set out in the exclusive licence
agreement.
(5)

Prior to initiating any application for final approval in terms of any

other applicable regulatory approval in respect of disposal of capital, and subject to
section 11 (1 )(e) of the Act, a recipient must lodge an application in prescribed Form IP5
with NIPMO, for approval of an assignment of intellectual property off-shore in terms of
section 12(2) of the Act and must ensure that the recipient complies with the following
conditions:
(a)

The application must detail compliance with section 12(2) of the Act and this
sub-regulation (5).

(b)

the recipient satisfactorily proves to NIPMO that there is no person in the
Republic who has sufficient capacity and is willing and able to develop and
commercialise the intellectual property in the particular off-shore territory;

(c)

it is not economically viable for a person in the Republic to commercialise the

intellectual property off-shore in the particular territory;
(d)

the benefits to the people of the Republic resulting from such assignment have
been clearly articulated in the application to NIPMO;

(e)

the recipient retains the rights to the intellectual property in the Republic to
ensure that the benefits of the intellectual property are reasonably accessible to
the people of the Republic; and

(f)

no entity or person domiciled in the Republic will be required to make any
consideration to the assignee or related persons for any transaction involving
the inteflectual property that is the subject of the assignment.
(6)

Failure to comply with regulation 9(4) will render such intellectual

property subject to the provisions of section 14(5) of the Act.
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Intellectual Property Fund

(1)

10.

NIPMO must develop appropriate policies and procedures for the

effective implementation of the Intellectual Property Fund to ensure that the objects of the
Act are met.
(2)

NIPMO must, in accordance with the objects of the Act, determine the

operations of the Intellectual Property Fund, subject to availability of funding from National
Treasury.

Acquisition of intellectual property rights by the State and
11.

(1)

non~commercialisation

It is a specific objective of the Act to ensure that intellectual property

governed by the Act is disclosed, appropriately protected and commercialised for the
benefit of the people of the Republic. Accordingly:
(a)

a recipient must unless directed otherwise, provide NIPMO with status and
commercialisation reports in prescribed Form IP6 twice a year, detailing the
intellectual property governed by the Act owned by Recipient and the state of
commercialisation thereof in accordance with regulation 3(i); and

(b)

N!PMO may on a periodic basis, but no more than once a year, unless
reasonably required, conduct reviews in terms of any Recipient's obligations
under the Act including the commercialisation of the intellectual property
governed by the Act.
(2)

If the review referred to in sub-regulation (1 )(b) reveals any

intellectual property that was not disclosed as required by the Act, NIPMO must, in
accordance with the procedures set out in paragraphs (a) to (f), have the right to enforce
the provisions of section i 4(5) of the Act
(a)

Prior to demanding assignment of intellectual property in terms of section 14(5)
of the Act, NIPMO must first issue a written notice to the affected recipient
together with supporting particulars in respect of such intellectual property, and
request the recipient to provide a written response with reasons and supporting
evidence why the provisions of section 14(5) of the Act should not be exercised.

(b)

If the recipient does not provide the written response referred to in paragraph
(a) within 30 days of the date of the notice issued by NIPMO, NIPMO must
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proceed to demand that the recipient assign the relevant intellectual property to
NIPMO.
(c)

Upon receipt of the recipient's response, determine the materiality of the
response and reasons, NIPMO must make a determination and may request
additional information or particulars from the recipient.

(d)

Any determination in terms of paragraph (c) will be subject to review by the
Dispute Tribunal, upon application by the recipient in accordance with the
Dispute Tribunal's rules of procedure.

(e)

The decision of the Dispute Tribunal will be final.

(f)

Should the Dispute Tribunal rule in the recipient's favour, the proceedings will
be deemed to have been terminated and thereafter NIPMO may not exercise
the rights upon which the proceedings were based, unless it issues a new
notice based on different facts.
(3)

If a review referred to in sub-regulation (1 )(b) reveals any intellectual

property that is not being commercialized to the benefit of the people of the Republic or an
exclusive licensee that is not commercializing any intellectual property in accordance with
the terms of the relevant licence agreement, NIPMO must, in accordance with the
procedures set out in this sub-regulation (3) have the right to require that the relevant
recipient grants a non-exclusive licence in one or more fields or in a specified territory, to a
third party to commercialise such intellectual property.
(a)

NIPMO must consult with the recipient with a view of addressing the lack of
commercialisation or understanding the reasons for lack of compliance by the
exclusive licensee with the terms of the licence agreement.

(b)

If no progress has been made after a period of 6 months of consultation
envisaged in paragraph (a),NIPMO may no later than 3 months thereafter issue
a written notice to the recipient requiring that it either grants a licence to another
third party or it puts in place steps to convert the exclusive licence to a non
exclusive licence and seek other commercialisation partners.

(c)

NIPMO decision in terms of paragraph (b) will be subject to appeal to the
Dispute Tribunal, upon application by the recipient in accordance with the
Dispute Tribunal's rules of procedure.
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(d)

The decision of the Dispute Tribunal will be final.

(e)

Should the Dispute Tribunal rule in the recipient's favour, the proceedings will
be deemed to have been terminated and thereafter NIPMO may not exercise
the rights upon which the proceedings were based, unless it issues a new
notice based on different facts.
{4}

NIPMO may at any stage, by written notice to a recipient, terminate

the proceedings referred to in sub-regulations (2) and (3), if it is satisfied that it does not
wish to continue to exercise the rights under section 14 of the Act or if it is satisfied with
the recipient's response, or upon reaching a satisfactory outcome with the recipient.

Co-operation between private entities or organisations and institutions
12.

(1)

An institution may licence its share of the intellectual property

governed by section 15(2) of the Act to one or more co-owner(s) of the intellectual
property for purposes of commercialisation.
(2) Any assignment of intellectual property governed by section 15(2) of the
Act must be in accordance with the provisions of regulations 8 and 9.
(3)

In respect of intellectual property emanating from a collaborative

research and development agreement involving at least one international funding or donor
organisation, and one or more research institutions or organisations, a recipient must,
unless specifically provided for in section 15(2) of the Act:
(a)

retain ownership of all pre-existing intellectual property it brings into the
collaborative agreement and commercialise such inteHectual property in
accordance with the provisions of the Act;

(b)

retain ownership of any intellectual property developed by its intellectual
property creators from the collaborative agreement, or jointly own any
intellectual property jointly developed by its intellectual property creators and
collaborators in terms of

(c)

provisions of the collaborative agreement;

ensure commercialisation of the intellectual property from the collaborative
agreement in the Republic, in accordance with the Act;

(d)

where the collaborative agreement requires that intellectual property emanating
from the collaborative research and development be placed in the public domain
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or be subject to an open licence or should not be commercialised or a royalty
free-licence be granted to any other party for commercialisation purposes, the
recipient will be required to refer such agreement to NIPMO for approval, prior
to commencement of such agreement.
(e)

In approving the agreement mentioned in paragraph (d), NIPMO must have
regard to the motivation from the recipient and also the factors set out in
regulation 2.
{4}

NIPMO must from time to time, publish guidelines in respect of mUlti

party collaborative research and development agreements.
(5)

In developing such guidelines, NIPMO must consider, amongst other

factors, advice and guidelines produced by international bodies of which South Africa is a
member including Standards Bodies, Agencies of the United Nations, the World Trade
Organization and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Determination of full cost
13.

For the purposes of section 15 of the Act, full cost will be determined as

follows:
(a)

Each institution must on an annual basis, agree with NIPMO on the
methodology for calculation of its applicable direct costs and indirect costs of
undertaking research and development

(b)

The methodology referred to in paragraph (a) must comprise the basic
applicable direct costs of undertaking the research . and development
determined in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
principles.

(c)

Where it is not feasible to determine the indirect costs accurately, the
methodology may comprise a determination of a surcharge in the form of a
percentage to be levied on the direct costs, as a best pre-estimate of the
indirect cost of undertaking such research and development.

(d)

The indirect cost percentage may vary from organizational units or faculties
within an institution and the institution must justify to NIPMO for NIPMO's
acceptance, any variations.
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Each institution must, on an annual basis, submit to NIPMO matrices
substantially in the format set out in Annexure A to these regulations or such
other format as may be provided by NIPMO in guidelines, together with an
explanatory note in respect of how such factors have been arrived at, for
NIPMO's approval.
N!PMO must, within 60 days of receipt of the matrices referred to in paragraph

(f)

(e), consult with the institution with a view on agreeing on acceptable matrices
for that institution.
(g)

Upon written request to NIPMO, an institution must, be given a certificate by
NIPMO to verify costing models and pre-estimates in respect of any agreement
for research and development funded on full cost basis, prior to commencement
of such agreement.

Prescribed Forms

14.
Forms prescribed for purposes of these regulations are set out in Schedule 2
to these regulations.

Short title and commencement
15.

These regulations are called the Intellectual Property Rights from Publicly

Financed Research and Development Regulations, 2009, and come into operation on 1
June 2009.
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Annexure A
lI/ustraNve matrix for determining full cost of research and development

NAME OF
INSTITUTION

Direct

,",Vi:n;;)

Factors

Organisational unit or faculty specific surcharge (as a
percentage of total direct costs) approximating 'Indirect Cost'
Engineering

1... ..

2... ..
3..... .
4 ..... .

n...... .

Indirect Cost
Calculation

Social

Natural

Science

Sciences

Law/ Admin

etc

NO.32120
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SCHEDULE 2

PRESCRIBED FORMS

i

Form no
IP1

DI

Regulation
!

2(3); 2(12)

I

"
.....

IP2

6(3)

IP3

16(7)

-l

! Referral to NIPMO by the Recipient for the waiver of rights to ownership of IP
_ _----_._.,
, Notice to be heard following an adverse decision by NIPMO

i

I Application for review or appeal
Application for approval of local assignment
-:::----:---

,-

Application for approval of off-shore assignment
Status and commercialisation

....

No.32120
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FORM IPi
Referral of Intellectual Property and Abandonment Form
(Section 4(2) and 4(3) of Act 51 of 2008; Reg. 2(3» and 2(12)
c--:-~----

~~~f~IJ:~!1

........

~--

..- - - - - - - - - 

I

co.
.nt..a.ct
Detai's

I.

j

Intellectual

Property
Title
.

II

~

TYPE OF INTEl,.LECTlJALPROPERTV
Undisclosed infomia/ion!
Trade Secret

I

Design

Invention / Patent

(Please

I Select a.ne
or mare)

New Plant Variety

Copyright

I
I

IInr,hn~lrhl ,.."j:>~tf\r/Q\

of intellectual property by intellectual
to ReCipient

(Day)

Ii

INTELLEC1UALPROPERTY CREATOR(S)
~r----

. . . . . . . . . . . . .- -..

~~----.-.

-.~

livtiddleName

IkMonth)

Ii

I

'I

(Year)

No.32120
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I,

!I
II
Ii

II

il
Ii11

11

II

ii

II
I
Ii

II

I.!

:1

I!

I,

I,

II

II
"
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FORM IP2

Notice of Intention to be heard by NIMPO
(Act 51 of 2008; Reg. 6(3»

I

N'PMO~E~~~;~~II
IIHFI_a:~IPI.E~TII

1

1!IContactPet~iI.

I

N1P~I?IIlCIilETIO"'4R\, PQW\;I\ I~J~(jE

I

(pte~!?e provide supporting documen1;$)

I

1

.1 1

.... .... . .

~=~~~~~-"----'----ll

1- ~~___.. . . ._. . . _.

--c=---

--c-~,----.--.-

.. - - -..-

.----:-7~__c_=== _=~~_ _.. _ _..

DATE OF NIPMO EXERCISING DISCRETi~~~VI~~R; _.

=~~=~=:D=a.v:=1_
:--__.. _ _ _ _

II

(Month)

~---_ ............- - - - ' I , - -...
- -----=~-

.-.-..

I -

II

(year).11

"iL

_._ ojl
!I

REQUIRED ACTION FROM NIPMO _ ..__._.__
Request for a hearing

IL_____.. . . .
SIGNATURE

J

- - - - : - c - - - - - - - -.............

DATE

-~I

NO.32120
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FORM IP3

Dispute Tribunal Notice of Appeal/Review of NIPMO Decision
(Act 51 of 2008; Reg. 6(7)}

NIPMOREFERE.NeEII

.NU~BEfoll

I; RECIPIENT
IContact Detal Is

11

II
NIPMO DECISION BEING APpEALED /REVIEWREQUESTED
(please provide supporting documents)

DATE OF NIPMODECISION
(Year)

BASIS OF APPEAL I REVIEW
(please provide particulars of appeal! review)

NAME OF AUTHORISED
REPRESENTATIVE OF
RECIPIENT

SIGNATURE
(Year)
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FORM IP4

Local Assignment of Intellectual Property (IP)
(Section 11 (3) of Act 51 of 2008; Regulations 8(5) and (6})

'jREc:1j)liENT .

1

........

ICont~dt"[)~taiIS

1

IIn.t~II~€~~~I·~~?~e.~~ !i~:.11

~
II
II

TYPeqf ilJt~ll~qtualprbl?erty (e. g,

pat~nt,~@siQn, p1al'i~bre~ders right,

copyright) . . .

..

11~~~,lii~:~~ I Registration No· (where II

11~~~5~~:=:b,el:
e)(ampl~.:granted,

applieation, non

I

II

II
I

register!3d)
Date6ftep6r'1:lng ot intellectual
propertytbNIPMO {please attach
copy}

I.Funding.Agency (i.e;theJlJl1ding
.agencythat funded the .conception
or develOpment Of tneintellectual
property)
........................... ..
,

11~~~~9~~~f~;;~;n of the
Expl~l'latjorrofwhy the ~s~ig9ment

iS.. noc.·.e..s.sa
...ryfor... co... m.m
..erCia.lization
lof theinteUectual property:

Explal'l~ticln .of.·lJI!f1y:the..·i~tdlJectual.
property cannotbecqrnli!erclafized

thro~ghm(%ll'l~o~erth\'lh
a.ssigriril~ntt6at~
throughex(ll~si\le

.. ,such as
. :;;ing,

I

I«~~,~tl~~~~i~~~~~~~~~ne~· .

III,

1;;t~;i;B~~:~~:r~SOf

II

II

I:

.

IDejail~Qip;.qp()s~qas$jgrl!~~in

I

'term.·.SO
.....fSeritiOr1s 11 (1 }(b).and(c) of I
the Act

H0\A!th'."f)llhli"'intt>rpc;:t\~ill.h",,11

_ _ _ _......_... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....:1
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•.

...

Tserve<l~byassi~n~~~t~PI~d~g, for~:-·~~~~·-~---···--.-~- -~-

No.32120

...~--. -.-.~-----. - -..~

lex8q'lple, .1);igrE}eme~tbythe.
a?sign~.•. ~hatjta~d.•,.ltS··'StICC~ssOrs
Wil'.. I;l~?0fl'1rjlE:irCiallset9~intellec:tual
prqpgrWi~. ....
.<liqand~rnake
t~epro~uQt~ . . . . . . . .....acge~sible, 2)
r$fT1~~i~$•.fqr.,·t?i!9.t~ft6

efntellectual

prQpe...

......4'$P~~iti(jll()fthe

if1tell~llaJ·p.rppetW.in'~he.ev~flt.of
IjqUj~ati()n~ft~l(a$liIig~Ele(section
t1(31(<1)oft~eAqtJ,orisotherwise

. unWjll!hgto.col1lrJ1~l?jalize
., ..... / ... .. 199Y,·(4rQq~til1Uec:l

repQrtlf}91Qblig~ti6hofth€rasSlgnee

uridertheAbf.

29
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FORM IP5

Off-Shore Assignment of Intellectual Property
(Section 12(2) of Act 51 of 2008; Reg. 9(4) and (5»

I

'la$ClfHENT
IC~rit:lctDetails

I

Illrlt~II~"C?t9.~I~r?p~rt}lHlltle ................

II

Type..Ofin~ll~tual prop~rty·(e.~.

I

p~~e~t,desigr\' plan~ breeders right,

copyright}

I

.

i

I~~.UC~:;~ ;/Registration.No. (where

.11

!I

11~;~f~~j~;;~:~~~•.·.~;i;~;r~~flioable II

II

StatU~ ofinteUectualproperty(for

I

exarnple;,·granted. applibation;.nonregist~red)

!

.I

II

I

I

Djilte of{eporting of intellectual
pr6perWtoNIPMO(please attach

sopy)
Fundil1gAgency (i.e; the funding
agenpytb~t fUl)ded"theconception

ordeyeldprnent of the intellectual
property)
.'

1I1~~~~~::;~:n
Explanation of Why

of the

.

the assignment
oommercialization
ioffrainteHectualproperty ..
isnep~~satyfor

E~plallation of· why the

intellectual

rJtf:J~~;n~~to~h~cr'i~:erCialized I
~~:~~~:~~I~S~~h/i~e~:r~. such as I

.1~~k~~f~~:~~;~:~m~1
!

¢b~~lianee~ith;·e~chofreg~lations

!~(4}'~}~(f),.1 n partic\Jlar,

must

substalJtiatepublicbenefit and any
i

l~i~ep~~!;~f~9!t~ rer~~:.·intellectual
iHo~thepubliclnter~st
!

will be
serve<Jl;yassignrnentincluding, for

p.xf.\mnl", 1) MrAAmAnt hv thp.

:1
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its successors

vvill..·b~C{)mmercialiset~.eintelleotual
propertyin th~ Republic I;tndmake
the prgductsreadilyaccessible, 2)
reined ias for fall ureto
cQmmerqh::lJise. thE1 intellectual
propertyi:\nd3)dispositiollofthe
fnt~llebtualprope.rtYintheevent of
•

~it~~·=~j6f.~~~h~c~~s1~ii~t~:~~~

I

unal)leorunwlllingtocommE1rcialize .
theleohnology, (4) continued
.
rep{)rtirl{:J~bligationof. theassig nee
ul1dertheMt.

6iita.il.a.lt~rha.ti~e .commerCialisation
ofin!~neqfuafpropertyif·this .
spptiqation is not approved, Please
:! sLibstantiate.

I:I
- - - - - - - - - - - ..~
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FORM IP6

Intellectual Property Status and Commercialisation Report
(Section 5(1)(h) of Act 51 of 2008; Reg. 11(1)(a»

TYPE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Undisclosed information I Trade

Secret

Invention (Patent)

Design

Copyright

Software / Computer Programs

New Plant VarielY

(Please

$electone

or more)

Summary
description
of the

intellectual
property

Date of
disclosure of

intellectual
property by
intellectual
property
creator(s) to

OTT
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CREATOR(S}

II
Intellectual

II

property
creator,s) .
(FirstName; First Name
II

I Last Name

Middle

~::~ Last

I
'
II

11

I

I
III

Illntenectu!:tl~rof:J:rtYTi!I(;:

II

Middle Name

I

I

\I

\I

Ii-I

I

I

PATENT APPLICATIONS I PATENTS (where applicable)

No.32120
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OTHER FORMS OF APPLICATIONS! GRANTED RIGHTS (where applicable)
IINumber

11~;;:Of
country I

II

II

II,.

,

II

"

!Territory

I.1

IOate of
"Grant:
II

II

II::
II

i
q

I.

Month and
Year of first
reporting of
>intellectual
jproperty to
NIPMO
(PleaSe
attach copy)
[Funding
Agency (Le.
"the funding
agency that
funded the
conception

Ii

II

.
•.

•i

~~elopmentll.,

of the
',intellectual
! . property)

II.
i.

. PLEASE INDICA.TE .T. HE.LAT. ..E.$TSlt\GEQF. •••..0. . EVEL.OP.MENf
. . .',/.0.,F A. NY. ~R
..... t?.• D
. • . •.p
. .··.·.T.. . • . . .• •. .•. . .•. .
IIINTELLECTUALPRGPERTY,AOCORDINGTO'THEFOLIlOWINGCATE

~~~~:,,'tn~~':i~g.

IP and market
assesment

=-= r:"o
d§Clsionand

.

1~~~~~~7!,~:)de to

..

Q•...•••.
.·

ILjOe~(I.!i""""".greement . . . . ·IQ",,,,,,,~<jI~Wfe,

'.' .r~v.rQ~~~~nera.tlqn
,lcommerCialise,but pre-revenue)
!stager> . . . >
,slgnedwttha,thlrdpartyto

I[···.J[~·~=~-~ --][-.~~~=.------

1,'lln the. deSign.a.t.e.. d. reportin.!Jperiod'..W.h.at w
..as th.e total income
i received as a result of license or option agreements?

II !fi'lnv nrntillr.tl'lri~innfr()I11Jhi~ il1\1~l}tinn hi'l~rp.F!~hArl thA l11F!rkAt I'

I

. . ~~. . - -.. .- -.. .-.JjI'
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jlwhat was the calendar year of the first commercial sale?

PleaseproVidethe-comi11e;ci~l~ame·ot:~nypr6~u9t~:'GtiJisih9 the
intelh::lptu!'ll proper:ty, that have first reached the marketduring the
designated.·reporting·period
... __.
....
._-------- . . .. .

............................ __ .

-_ ..... __ ................
_-_ .•........................ __ ................ - .......................- _...............----_............... - ...... _-" ..

Inthe.desjgnated.. r~portingperiod i·· howrnanvexGlu~iv~licenses
and{oroptions have been awarded? (pleaseprovidedeta.ils
below)
.
In the designated reporting period, howmanynon-exdusive
licenses and/or options have been awarded? (please provide
details) . .
.
..

. "._--

-

-

.....

-_.

. .... - . '

.-

.... --

rePdrting.period,hdw·manyiicenses·and/or···

·I·n·.thed~signated·
options any type were awardedto smaHbusinesSes or BEE
entities (please providEidetails)

of

II

